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• Introduction 

CTrac Builder is a set of two software programs designed to allow the user to create CD-ROM images that are compatible with the Sega Genesis game machine and that can be used in conjunction with CTrac Emulator to create, test, and debug CD-ROM products. The two software programs are BuildTrack, which creates ISO 9660 track images, an BuildDisc, which creates the actual CD-ROM disk image. 

How CTrac Builder works. 

The Builder system works in two steps. First the user builds all of the necessa with a BuildTrack appropriate for the type of track he is creating. Since the computer only uses a combination of ISO 9660 tracks and CD-DA tracks, BuildTrack. Since the format required for a CD-DA track is so simple (one . A BuildTrack is not required After the user has all of his trackkVIt, he uses 

e left channel sound data, followed by a 16 bit word of right channel soF,gt da 

r  
combine the tracks and create the disc image. Since both thelrack irtVe oci the 

to combine 
.  

images are standard DOS data files, they can be created on any ,Atandard D # volume. Inputs to BuildDisc are a control file that defines how the d arted in the image, and source files that specify the actual data to be 

3. Running BuildTrack and Bull 
Both programs, BuildTrack and BuildDisc a 
inputs a control file that defines how the dat 
files that specify the actual data to be place 
file can be created by a single Builcfrrack or 
recommended that each control file stould build on 

4' 

3.1 Running BuildTrack.i, 
To execute BuildTrack, the fo lowing co 
buildtrack [options] Con oIFi1Iarne tons] 
The available optio 
-d variable valu 
-b numSectors 

-w 
-P 
-1 
;;Zart 

manner They take as 
d in the image, and source 
ore than one output image 

ntrol file, although it is generally 
y one image. 

and line is used: 

variable to the given value. 
fer of numSectors when building (default = 64). 
s higher will improve build time. 
ort warnings. 

Pf nostic messages to the standard error device. 
Expect ISO level 1 interchange compatible file names. 
Warn if a name violates this convention. 

is executed, it will parse through the given control file, and create memo ) all of the data structures needed to actually build the ISO image. No output isp.  eated, however, until the ISO 9660 definition in the control file has been co read in, and validated. BuildTrack contains a complete knowledge of what it means for an ISO 9660 image to be valid, and will not allow an invalid ISO 

to 
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9660 image to be created without generating a warning. BuildTrack creates the entire volume structure for an ISO 9660 volume. 

ISO 9660 volumes reside on a single track of a CD (usually, track 1). BuildTrack is used to create the entire ISO volume image that would be contained on this track. 
ISO 9660 volumes contain a hierarchical directory system, as well as various structures (called descriptors) that define the volume. See the ISO 9660 specification for more information. 

The control file that is used as the main input to BuildTrack defines the layout these structures, as well as the layout of the hierarchical directory system. 
Volume descriptors, and the hierarchies that are contained within are wri order that they are read from the control file definition. Files and direct written to the output image in the order that they appear in the control f 
Descriptors,directory hierarchies, directories, and files are spe hierarchical manner, each only being specifiedmithin its4pli directory can only be specified within a hierarchy, or anothekdir outside level) 

.- File names are checked for consistency with the IS d warnings are generated if the file name does not mee c. For part, BuildTrack will allow non-standard fields within ISO ong re is no ambiguity, or problem fitting the data int ing I always be generated when a field that is specified e standard. 
All application and system use fields wh' 
be filled from source files during the bull 

e not specified by ISO can 

3.2 Running BuildDisc. 
To execute BuildDisc, the fo‘wing mand line is used: 

\ 

builddisc [Options] ControlFhteName [' .ns] 
The available optionsre: . 
-d variable value efin le to the given value. -b numBlocks IA buffer of numBlocks when building (default = 20). Se is higher will improve build time. -w Do not port warnings. -p nostic messages to the standard error device. 
When BuildQsc it exe , it will parse through the given control file, and create me II of the data structures needed to actually build the disc image. No output is created, however, until the disc definition in the control file has been co in, and validated. BuildDisc contains a complete knowledge of at it ans for a disc image to be valid, and will not allow an invalid disc image to be Cr:ed. I t will apply EDC/ECC, sync, and header information as needed, and it geneittes the data for the subcode P and Q channels. 
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4. About Control Files. 

A control file consists of command tokens followed by zero or more parameters. These tokens are arranged within certain scopes, which define at what level of the hierarchy of information used to define a disc or a track that they are recognized. All of the valid tokens and their scopes will be defined below. 

Many of the command tokens and their parameters defined below have a specific meaning and range of values when considered in the context of the definition of "Y Book" standard CD-ROM or the ISO 9660 data format. The complete definition standards is beyond the scope of this document For further information, please to the Compact Disc Read Only Memory standards documentation from Philips Int al, B.V. and the ISO 9660 standard (reference number ISO 9660 : 1988 (E)) avail the International Organization for Standardization. 

In the rest of this document, words in BOLD are command tokens, words 
supplemental comments, and outlined words represent a parameter 
supply for that token. 

Ile much like a 
rforms various 

When executed, BuildDisc and BuildTrack parse through the' 
UNIX shell parses input. It recognizes certain characters 
substitutions. Below is a list of the special characters, an 

Characters Explanatioq • 
WhiteSpace Used to separate parameters. 
Return Used to separate commands. 
... Single quotes protect the characte nside them from bstitution, and group the characters together so they become one argu nt • 

Double quotes group all characters Z single entity bstitutions still occur, and the results are grouped. Double quotes quote st uote 
Braces force a recursive substitution on ariables inside. [-A Brackets force a single sub lution on the variable/variables inside. 
Semicolons begin comm 

" (A) " 
(A) 
("A") 
(A BI 
("A B") 
"("A B")", 
" ( 'A B' ) " 
( (A) ) (B) C 
' (A) ' wffl res argument (A) being passed 

A is defined as (B) and B is defined as "TEST". then 
Ids TEST, while 

telds (B) 
' will produce 2 arguments a ri o  and in ti MP 

will yield 1 argument that is an empty string 
will yield 1 argument that is an empty string 

"don' will produce one argument rism • t do that  

• 
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Some examples to help clarify T ings: 

will pr ce 1 argument tat is the replacement for A 
will as ments as the replacement for A requires 

same (A) 
e same 

uests a s • 

produce, 

(B) 
bon of of the variable Jiji 
ment that replaces zul (quotes nest through other characters) 
(..A B.). 



-- ' 

Installing the Builder Software. 
The Builder software is contained in a pair of DOS disk files called BuildTrack and BuildDisc. To install the programs, simply copy them to the hard disk on your MS-DOS computer. They can be placed in any convenient directory. The Builder programs and the images that they build do not have to be in the same directory, nor do the control files. 

The BuildTrack control file. 

The control file for Bulls:Mack takes the following general format: 
Volume volumeType outputFileName 
commands that further define the track volume go here 

note that the order of the BootRecord, VolumePartit ion, PrimaryVolLj47Ie, an Supplementary Volume can be changed, but they are written out to thq* disk in th order in which they are defined. 

BootRecord ;Therè can be an arbitrary numbeikof BbotRecor 
commands that define the bootrecord go here 
EndBootRecord 

PrimaryVolume ;There can onl e one primary volume 
commands that further define the primary VJume  go her 

Hierarchy ;There can only b chy per Primary Volume 
commands that further define the Hierarc o here. 

Directory the me's- \* There can be an arbitrary number of directories 
commands that further de e Directory go here 
other Directory qammands be nested inside of directories, to an ISO 
defined limn of 8 4ep gdfidTrack does not enforce this ISO limit, but will 
warn y91Ogi7u ex 

/ 

File the e [the Version] 
ommands further define the File go here 

n art), ry number of files can go here 
File commands can also be placed outside of directories (but inside 
the Hierarchy Command), both before, between, and after a 
Directory command. 

EndDirectory 
dHierarchy 

End PrimaryVolume 
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VolumePartition ;There can be an arbitrary n beti of Vol Partitions 
commands that define the volumepartition go 
End VolumePartition 

• 



SupplementaryVolume ;There can an arbitrary number of supplementary volumes commands that further define the primary volume go here. 

The usage and layout of Hierarchy, Directory, and File commands inside of the 
supplementaryvolume follow the same rules as in the primaryvolume EndSupplementaryVolume 

End Volume 

6.1 Global Commands. 
Globally recognized command tokens (those that have meaning anywhere in control file): 
Define variable value 

eful 
ften in 
build 

program 

day 
nth 

of the year 

Defines a variable to a valu 
value can be any string). 
for aliasing values that wo 
a control file, or for import, 
(See the -d corn 
Bui1dTraçk starts, 
define 
program 
version - 
ecfition - 
se the minute 

hour 

ShowDefines 

.Echo theString 

Include th 

e y 
y-thb day of the week 
- the day of the year 

all currently defined variables. 

es the passed string to the standard output 
evice (theString can be anything). Echo can be 

useful for debugging a control file, or just for 
status information. 
Include another control File at this point (theFile 
must be a yak, path and file name for the 
machine that BuildTrack is running on). 

6.2 Outermost 
Command token 

P-Co 
hat are 

Volume 

S. 
've at the outermost level: 

Type outputFile Specify that a volume of volumeType is being 
defined, and that the output should be written to 
outputFilo. Currently the only volume type that 
BuilciTrack knows is IS09660. 

• 
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System Identifier 

Volumetdentlfler 

LogicalBlockSIze 

LPath 

a th 

ptIon ath if/ 

ptlo naIP ath 

Volume itldentlfler thoString 1  

theS 

theString 

6.3 Volume Commands. 
Command tokens that are active within a volume: 
SystemArea theFilo • This is used to specify a file that contains the 

source data that should be placed into the 
system area of this ISO 9660 volume. The 
system area of an ISO 9660 volume is—made up of 
the first 16 sectors. If the file contains too little 
data to fill the first 16 sectors, it will be padded 
with O's. If the file contains more data tha ' fit 
an error will be generated. 

This marks the beginning of a primary 
descriptor record. There can be only 
volume in an ISO 9660 image. 

This marks the beginning of a supplement 
volume descriptor record. There 
arbitrary number of suppleme 
IS09660 image. 

This marks the beginning o volume pa 
descriptor record. There ca e an arbitr 
number of volume oflfons, ISO 
image. 

This marks th e beginning 'soot record. There 
can be an arbitrary number of boot records in an 
ISO 966 frnag6 

This s the endqia vo ume definition. At this 
if th4 definition e volume is valid, the 

al track image be built. 

PrImaryVolume 

Supplementary Volume 

VolumePartItIon 

BootRecord 

End Volume 

6.4 Primary Volume Commands. 
Command tokens that are active within a primary volu 
DescrIptorWrItes numWrites Thi used to specify the number of times that 

escriptor record for the current Primary 
ume will be written to the output. If this is not 

specified, it defaults to 1. 

Use this to define the system identifier name for 
the current primary volume. 

Use this to define the volume identifier name for 
the current primary volume 

Use this to define the logical block size for the 
volume. Allowed logical block sizes are: 512. 
1024, and 2048. 

When this token is seen, Sundt-rack will write out 
the LPath descriptor. The position of this token in 
the control file defines the position of the LPath 
table in the output image. Only one LPath is 
allowed per primary volume, and it must be 
specified. 

Same as LPath, except this writes out the MPath. 

When this is seen, the optional L Path table is 
written. This does not need to be specified, and if 
it is not, it will be omitted from the output 
Writes out optional M path table. 

Use this to specify the volume set identifier. 
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ApplicationIdentifier thoString 

VolumeModIfIcatIonDate 

CopyrIghtFlIeldentlfler theString 

Abstractneldentlfler thoString 

BIbIlographIcFileldentifler thoString 

VolumeCreatIonDate theDate 

PublisherIdentifier theString 

DataPreparerldentlfler theString 

VolumeExplratIonDate 

theDate 

Use this to specify the publisher identifier. If this 
string is preceded by an underscore U it is taken 
to be a file name on the root of the primary volume 
that contains publisher identification information. 
Use this to specify the data preparer identifier. If 
this string is preceded by an underscore U it is 
taken to be a file name on the root of the primary 
volume that contains data preparer identifier 
information. 

Use this to specify the application identifi 
this string is preceded by an undersc U 
taken to be a file name on the root of 
volume that contains application ide 
information. 

This is used to specify a file on the roo 
the primary volume that contains 
message. 

Used to specify the name o 
level of the primary volume at contains tract 
information. 

Used to specify the of 
level of thpnmary  volum ns 
bibriograp for " 

This can uj,o specify tlefreation date of 
the vol in the following 
for$4 MD..ISSHHGG 

ear, MM the month, DD 
H the hour (military 

e, SS the second, HH the 
nd, and GG the Greenwich 

this mand is not given, the current 
time will be used. 

be used to specify the last modification 
the volume. If this command is not given, 

trent date and time are used. 
theDate is is used to specify the expiration date for the 

4 6, volume. If it is not given, it defaults to 
000000000000000000 which indicates no 
expiration date. 

This is used to specify the effective date for the, 
volume. If it is not given, it defaults to 
000000000000000000 which indicates 
always effective. 

There is an application use field specified by ISO 
for the primary volume descriptor. If this 
command is given, theFile will be opened, read, 
and the data within it will be placed in the 
application use field. If the file is too short to fit 
into the field, it will be padded with O's. If it is too 
long, an error will be reported. 

This marks the beginning of the directory 
hierarchy for the primary volume. 

The definition of the primary volume is complete. 

Volume EffectiveDate 

Application Use 

• 
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EndArbiu rn o fron 

6.5 Supplementary Volume Commands. 
Command tokens that are active within a supplementary volume: • This is used to specify the number of times that 

the descriptor record for the current 
supplementary volume will be written to the 
output. If this is not specified, it defaults to 1. 
See primary volume definition. 

See primary volume definition. 

This is not implemented yet, but is interded t 
allow for the definition of escape secittlence 
defined by ISO. 
See primary volume definition. 

See primary volume definition. 

See primary volume definitio 

See primary volume definif 

See primary volume definiti 

See prim jy  volu 

See prim volume delifuTn. 

See primary viliume definidon: 

See pn 

'lion. 

efinition. 

e definition. 

ary v lume definition. 

nition of the supplementary volume is 

Descriptor Writes numWrites 

SystemIdentiller theString 
VolumeIdentifier theString 
EscapeSequences ??? 

LP ath 

MPath 

OptionalLPeth 

OptIonaIMPath 

VolumeSetIdentlfler theString 
PublisherIdentifier theString 
DataPrepareridentifier theString 
ApplicationIdentifier theString 
Co pyrIghtFileldentlfier thoString 
AbstractFlieldentlfler theString 
BlbllographIcFlleldentlfler theString 
ApplicationUse the File 
Hierarchy 

EndSupplementaryVolume 

6.6 Volume Partition Corn 
Command tokens that are a 
DescriptorWrites 

Systemidentifler 

VolumeParitionldntifier th 
SystemUse th eFil 

nds. 

in a volume partition: 
This is used to specify the number of times that 
the descriptor record for the current volume 
partition will be written to the output. If this is not 
specified, it defaults to 1. 
This gives the system identifier for the volume 
partition. 

This names the volume partition. 

The data in theFile will be placed into the 
system use field of the volume partition 
descriptor. 

The build program will use theFile as the data 
source for the volume partition. The data in 
theFile will be placed into the volume partition. 
When this token is processed, the volume 
partition description is complete. 

VolumriP'artftleinDita 

Page 8 
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Descriptor Writes 

SystemIdentifier 

BootSystemIdentlfler 

BootIdentifier 

BootSystemUse  

numWritos 

thoString 

theString 

theString 

theFilo 

6.7 Boot Record Commands. 

Command tokens that are active within a boot record: 

This is used to specify the number of times that 
the descriptor record for the current boot record 
will be written to the output. If this is not 
specified, it defaults to 1. 

This gives the system identifier for the boot 
record. 

This is synonymous with Systerild er. 

Use this to specify the boot identifier 
current boot record. 

The build program will use theR8e he data 
source for the system use field of the ent 
boot record. 

EndBootRecord 

6.8 Directory Hierarchy Commands. 
Command tokens that are active within a directory h 
Directory theName A dire 

a 

File 

is beginning. thoNamo will be taken 
fthw ry as it will appear in 

thoNamo will ba taken as the 
as it will appear in the ISO image. 

optional, and if specified, tell the 
er of the file. Version numbers can 

na 
ima 

A file beginni 
name Of this 
theVorsio 

sion 

This marks the end of' *he boot r 

theNamo theVersio 

Attributes theAttribs 

MinLength theLength 

RecordingDa Date 

ge I m 1 to 32767. If not specified, the 
rsion number defaults to 1. Also, if the version 
mber is given as 0. no version number will be 
'ten out to the file (this is not legal for an ISO 

9660 file name, but is sometimes desirable) 
Attributes are specified for the hierarchy. 
theAttribs can be one or more of the following 
separated by whitespace: Hidden, 
NotHIdden. If attributes are not specified, they 
default to NotHidden. 

Minimum number of bytes to use for directory. 
This can be useful when it is intended that in the 
future, the directory may have more files added 
into it. It simply forces the build process to 
allocate at least theLength bytes for the 
directory in the output image. 

This will allow for the direct entry of the recording 
date for the hierarchy. If this is not specified, 
current date is used. 

The current hierarchy is ending. 
era rchy' „ 

6 Commands. 

tokens that are active within a directory: 
Directory thoNamo This specifies that a new directory is beginning 

within the current one. ISO allows for directories 
to be nested 8 levels deep. Beyond that point, 
warnings will be generated. 
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File theNamo theVorsion A file is beginning. 
Attributes theAttribs Attributes are specified for the current directory. 

theAttribs can be one or more of the following 
separated by whitespace: Hidden, 
NotHIdden. If attributes are not specified, they 
default to NotHidden. 

MinLength theLength Minimum number of bytes to use for directory. 
RecordingDate theDato This will allow for the direct entry of the recording 

date for the current directory. If this is not 
specified, current date is used. 

EndDirectory The current directory is ending. 

6.10 File Commands. 
Command tokens that are active within a file 

• 

Source theFilo 

Attributes theAttribs 

MinLength theLength  

This is used to specify the flila for the fi being 
defined. theFile is opened, and its conteihts are 
placed into the out rna4a. The size pi theFilo 
is taken s the si e filot  
Attnbuteare sp ed4dle current file. 
theAttribs cabe o or more ,of the following 
seperate by lespace: H Elden, 
NotHI an. Record. ecord. If 
attri stare not ipegifie they default to 
N Idd n, NotRed. 

es to use for this file. This 
en it is expected, that in the 

grow, and an updated version 
ed into the image. It simply forces 

process to allocate at least theLength 
the image for this file. It does not change 

e of the file as observed in its directory 

theDate Recording Date 

EndFlle 

is will allow for the direct entry of the recording 
date for the current file. If this is not specified, 
current date is used. 
The current file definition is ending. 

7. The BuildDisc 

The control file for uildDisc s the following general format: 

Disc scType J outputFileNarne 
commands e the disc go here 

Page 10 

ln 
andthat de/ ne the leadin track go here 

End Track 

trackType 

tracks are ced on the disc in the order that they appear in the control file 

Track trackTypo 
commands that define track 1 go here 
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LeadOut trackType 
commands that define the leadout area go here 
EndTrack 

EndDisc 

7.1 Global Commands. 
Globally recognized command tokens (those that have meaning anywhere in th control file): 

EndTrack 

up to 99 tracks may be defined 

Track trackTypo 
commands that define the track n go here 
EndTrack 

ShowDefines 

Echo 

Include 

7.2 Out 

- ComMapd to 
_grii9c definition): 

4(  Disc 

Defines ariable to a v,a. variable and 
value can be arty string). De i can be useful 
for alia values that • repeated often in 
a con alues into the build 
(S 

. or for 
e option). When 

some ariables are pre-defined: 
executing program 

sion number 
lion 

thl..ndofthe minute 
the minute of the hour 
e hour of the day 

e day of the month 
- the month of the year 

- the year 
weekday - the clay of the week 
yearday - the day of the year 
Shows all currently defined variables. 

Echoes the passed string to the standard output 
device (string can be anything). Echo can be 
useful for debugging a control file, or just for 
status information. 

Include another control File at this point (thoFilo 
must be a vafid path and file name for the 
machine that buildDisc is running on). 

discType outputNamo Begin definition of a disc of type discrypo with 
output file name of outputName (Valid 
discTypes are CODA for audio cfiscs,COROM 
for discs that contain Model or Mode2. as well 
as audio tracks.CDI for COI discs). 

Define variable value 

ands: 

tive at the outermost level (before the beginning of a 

S 
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7.3 Disc Commands. 

Command tokens that are active within a disc: 

Specify the catalog number for this disc 
(theNumber is a string of at most 13 ASCII 
digits). If the catalog number is not specified for a 
disc, it will not contain one. 
Specify that the leadin area is beginning for this 
disc (trackType is CODA for audio track, 
Mode° for mode 0 data tracks, Model for 
1 data tracks, and Mode2 for mode 2 ta 
tracks). 

Specify that a new track is beginning 
(trackType is the same as that for L 
new track will have a track number that is 
greater than that of the previous If the 
were no previous tracks, the ‘;;,rl

.rh
;:t

e
'r will b 

1. Up to 99 tracks may be s tied The 
command is not valid unlest Leadln has n 
specified. 

Specify that the leafarea eginni r this 
disc (tra ype i the same 
Leadln). 

This marks tf end of the current disc definition. 
When t • token'is seen c-tual disc build 

_takes 

CatalogNumber 

Leadln 

Track 

LeadOut 

EndDisc 

thoNumbor 

trackTypo 

trackType 

trackType 

• 

7.3 Track Commands. 

Command tokens that are active within 
Index 

Pause numBlocka  

Place in index in the track at this point. Up to 99 
incfice ay be specified for a single track. 
Spq'number of blocks to pause at start of 

(numBlocks is the number of 1/75th of a 
econd disc blocks that should be used for the 

pause (usually 150 (2 seconds)). 

This indicates that the data in ttieRla should be 
placed into the output image at this point. If the 
data is CDDA, it should be in the form of 16 bits 
left channel, 16 bits right channel.- until the end 
of the tile. If the file is not an integral number of 
blocks long (each audio block is 2352 bytes), 
then the output will be padded with O's to bring it 
to an integral number of blocks. If the data is 
Model, theAle should just contain the raw 
binary data (FluildDisc will create the EDC/ECC, 
and all needed sync and header information). If 
the file is not an even multiple of the 2048 byte 
Model block size, it will be padded with O's to 
bring it to the nearest block. If the data is 
Mode2, it will be padded to the 2352 byte Mode2 
block size. 

numBlocks of zeros will be written into the output 
when this is seen. This can be useful when 
defining the Leadln, and LeadOut tracks. 
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Copy 

ISRC 

Preemphasls 

boolean 

thoNumber 

EndTrack 

This command is primarily used to place CD+G or 
CD+M data into the subcode of a track. Data from 
filename will be placed in the R through W 
channels of the subcode in the output image at 
the location where the SubcSource command 
is located. If the file runs out before the end of 
the disc, or before another SubcSource 
command is encountered, Os are written into the 
R—W channels. Each byte of data in filename 
will contain 1 byte of subcode data, with ti R 
bit 3 = S, bit 7 W. Bits 0 and 1 wou d be 
0, which are ignored. 

Output Os to the R through W chann 
disc image, at the point where the S 
command is encountered. 

Specify the number of blocks of Pr Gap 
information at the start of thi 

Specify the number of blo of PostGa r this 
track. 

If the track is of type COO as 2 
or 4 channels (0 e in tio is is 
not sp , it de 
If the trac tyaa is CDOk1Mells if the pro 
emphasis bite 0 subcode4hannal should be 
turned I is eit1UE,  or 
FALS , is defaults to 

state of the audio data for 
s is set to TRUE, digital 

owed). If this is not specified for 
defaults to FALSE. 

an ISRC number to be placed in the 0 
for this track (the ISRC number looks as 

00CCCYYSSSSS where 00 is the 
r code (2 uppercase letters or digits). CCC is 

e country code (3 uppercase letters or cOgits). 
YY is the year of the recording (2 digits), and 
SSSSS is the serial number of the recording (5 
digits)). If the ISRC number is not specified for a 
track, it will not contain one. 
This marks the end of the current track definition. 

SubcSource • 
SubcEmpty 

PreGap 

PostGap 

Channels 

filenamo 

num Blocks 

numBlocks 

numChans 

boolean 

9. Warning a ages. 

p entially output a great variety of warning messages. 
ry, and are not further detailed here. Below are listed a 

me additional information was thought to be helpful. In 
ters str are shown, they refer to astring that is filled in by 

t.:,rograrh at fun time. This is usually that name of a command or file. 

Warning Messages. 
stra file St not located in root of hierarchy 

Applica on identification file St not located in root of hierarchy 
aphic file St not located in root of hierarchy 

Copyright identification file St not located in root of hierarchy 
Data preparer identification file St not located in root of hierarchy 
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number of 
this sectio 'whenever thex 



- 

Publisher identification file St not located in root of hierarchy The ISO 9660 standard assumes that any of the files named above, if they exist, will be found in the root of the hierarchy of the CD. If the file has not been placed in the root during the build, this error will be reported. 
This parameter seems a bit excessive, but if you insist... The value given for a particular command seems larger than would normally be expected for a parameter of this type. BuildTrack will allow you to use the large value, but will give you this warning, just in case you have inadvertently used the wrong number. 

Write overshoot (this is an indication of a possible internal malfunct This is an internal diagnostic message which the user should never see. If you receive this message, please contact ICOM immediately. 

9.2 BuildTrack Error Messages. 
Directory identifier St is not unique 
File identifier St is not unique 

It is not acceptable to have a duplicate directory narries at a given p the directory hierarchy. Similarly, all files in a specifit direttory mast have unique names. If any two directories, or any two file nM-nes, are found to be identical, this error message will be issued. A, 
Failed to arlocate memory buffer for build (che The -b option allows the user to sped 

will be used by BuildTrack during th ild. If 
specified, it might not be possible fqfBuildTrack t from the Operating System (OS) to :v.atisfy the req message, reduce the number of buf4rs requeste 

th 
buffers that 

ers are 
obt enough memory 

If you receive this 

Failed to initialize 
Failed to initialize file syst 
Failed to initialize volume p 

These messages will us 
indicating that not eno 
action. It they are issu 
unexpected malfynctio 

Failed to write ta ar 
Failed to write fystem a 

These mes4ages will 
indicating th t some s 
their. wittil 
and you should call 

ccompanied by another message 
was available to perform the required 
wp with no other error, than a 

ed and you should call ICOM. 

be accompanied by another message 
0 error has occured. It they are issued on 
, than a unexpected malfunction has occured 

aid not open 
Failed Pp 
Fai/Aild to 

led to open 
Failed to open 
Fae,ed to open 
Faiied to read  

Control file Shl. OS Reports: Str2 
tl during build phase. OS Reports: St2 

St1 during partition build phase. OS Reports: St2 file Stl. OS Reports: Sh2 
output file Stl. OS Reports: St2 
system data file Stl. OS Reports: Sh2 
file Std. OS Reports: Sh2 
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0 data 
t a mode 0 
BuildDisc all 
this wamin 

tture 
will have only 

s you to place any 
the data is not all 0. 

Failed to read. OS Reports: Str 
Failed to write. OS Reports: St 

All of these messages indicate that some type of I/O error occured while attempting to perform the function noted. The phrase after 'OS Reports:' will show what type of error the operating system reported to BuildTrack. Consult your OS manual for more information. 

Internal error (an inconsistent state was detected) This is an internal diagnostic message which the user should never see.4  
If you receive this message, please contact ICOM immediately. 

9.3 BuildDisc Warning Message. 
Your lead-in track is somewhat short, (more than St blocks would 

Although the amount of data specified in your lead-in track is valid 
respect to ISO 9660, it is general practice to use more data The 
specified in the message is the normally accepted size. 

Previous catalog number replaced 
Previous ISRC number replaced 

The catalog and ISRC numbers can be specified more ce, aid  the 
last one specified will be used in the final disc ima warn 
you that you have repeated the specification of SHL, in 

- case it was done inadvertently. 

Source data in file St may violate' 
The ISO 9660 standard specifies 
data bytes containing 0 in the trac 
data in a mode 0 track, but will iss 

9.4 BuildDisc Error Messages. 
Could not 
Could not 
Could not 
Could not 
Could not 
Could not 
Could not 
Could not 
Failed to 
Failed to 
Unable to 
Unable to 

Th 
in 
ac 
urn 

ize 
ize file stem 
tput fili nAme 

te ctUres needed for St 
age Ily be accompanied by another message 
fit not h memory was available to perform the required on. It they are issued on their own with no other error, than a 

ecte alfunction has occured and you should call ICOM. 

add track to disc 
allocate memory e input buffer 
allocate memo or lind*,output buffer 
create copy of file name rand 
create lead-in, informati data structure 
create new, traci 
create neg,,ack .on structure 
creat 
init' 
init 
copy 

Sir 

ed allocate output buffer for disc build (check the -b option) Failed allocate subcode buffer for disc build (check the -b option) TgIb option allows the user to specify the number of memory buffers that 
be used by BuildDisc during the build. If two many buffers are 

specified, it might not be possible for BuildDisc to obtain enough memory • 
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from the Operating System (OS) to satisfy the request. If you receive this 
message, reduce the number of buffers requested. 

Failed to generate subcode for lead-in 
Failed to generate subcode for lead-out 
Failed to generate subcode for track 
Internal Error in DoSource 
Something BAD happened 

This is an internal diagnostic message which the user should never see. 
If you receive this message, please contact ICOM immediately. 

• 
Could not open 
Could not open 
Failed to open 
Failed to open 
Failed to open 
Failed to open 
Failed to open 
Failed to read 
Failed to read 
Failed to read 
Failed to read  

control file SW. OS Reports: Sta 
output file Strt. OS Reports: Sta 
file Strt. OS Reports: Sta 
lead-in source file Strl. OS Reports: Sta 
lead-out source file Std. OS Reports: Sta 
subcode source file Strt. OS Reports: Sta 
track source file Strt. OS Reports: Sta 
lead-in source file SM. OS Reports: Sta 
lead-out source file Strt. OS Reports: Sta 
subcode source file Sttl. OS Reportii Sy2. 
track source file Std. OS Reports: St2 

Failed to write lead-in blocks to output file Strt. -OS Reports: 
Failed to write lead-out blocks to output file Sb'I. OS E4Rert 
Failed to write track blocks to output file Strl OS,Repor Sta 
Failed to write track lead-out to output Strl. S Rep s: Sta 

All of these messages indicate that so I/O error. , or red while 
attempting to perform the function n ed. The ph „e a S Reports:' 
will show what type of error the op eating system r port to BuildDisc. 
Consult your OS manual for more i formation. 

Indices must be separated by at least 
Indices (generated by an Index comma come after the first block 
of data and be seperated by least 1 block of data from each other. If 
you had two consecutive1q$commands, you would get this message. 

Sega® and Genesis® are registered trademarks of Sega Enterprises. Ltd. 
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WDO "Sunday" 
WD]. "Monday" 
WD2 "Tuesday" 
WD3 "Wednesday" 
WD4 "Thursday" 
WD5 "Friday" 
WD6 "Saturday" 

"[program] version (version).(edition)" 
"It is (hour]:(minutel:[second] on'([ 
(monthMday]/IYearl" 

;outp t ima placed in 
file tik 

this •e in system area 

IS09660 

"systemCode" 

"trkl" 

"FM TOWNS" 
"TIC_TAC TO 
2048 
"TIC TAC_TO 
"ICOM" 
"ICOM CD DATA 
"TTT" 
"TTTCR,DOC" 
"TT 

ler 

Appendix A 
Sample control file for building an ISO 9660 track 

;Build TIC-TAC-TOE Game for the Sega Genesis machine. 

Define 
Define 
Define 
Define 
Define 
Define 
Define 

Echo 
Echo 

;volume information 
Volume 

SystemArea 

PrimaryVolume 

SystemIdentifier 
VolumeIdentifier 
LogicalBlockSize 
VolumeSetIdentifier 
PublisherIdentifier 
DataPreparerIdentifier 
ApplicationIdentifier 
CopyrightFileIdentifier 
AbstractFileIdentifier 
BibliographicFileIdentifier 

VolumeCreationDate 
VolumeModificationDate 
VolumeExpirationDate 
VolumeEffectiveDate 

LPath 
MPath 

;the directo 

199003161 
199003161 

0000 
6500000 
6500000 

000000000 

e path tables before the hierarchy 

;these are needed to get the towns to boot 

• 
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File 'TBIOS.BIN' 
source TBIOS.BIN 
EndFile 

File 'AUTOEXEC.BAT' 
source AUTOEXEC .BAT 
EndFile 

File 'CONFIG.SYS' 
source CONF/G.SYS 
EndFile 

File 'RUN386.EXE' 
source RUN386.EXE 
EndFile 

File 'TTT.EXP' 
source TTT.EXP 
EndFile 

File 'TTTCR.DOC' 
source TTTCR.DOC 
EndFile 

File 'TTTAB.DOC' 
source TTTAB.DOC 
EndFile 

File 'TTTB.DOC' 
source TTTB.DOC 

) EndFile 

Directory 'GRAPHICS' 
File 
source 
Endfile 

File ' 
source 
Endfil 

ile 
ourc 

Endfil 
di)* 

EndHierarch 

EndPri 

.PIC' 
'C:\GRAPHICS\THEBOARD.PIC' 

'CMGRAPHICS\X.PIC' 

10.PIC' 
'C:\GRAPHICS\O.PIC' 

Appendix A (cont) • 
File 'TBIOS.SYS' 
source TBIOS.SYS 
EndFile 

EndVolume 
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ace ISRC code into subcode for track 
e this audio on this track 

Track 
ISRC 
Source 
EndTrack 

AUDIO 
ISUSA9001234 
(PATHIMozar 

one of Bach music 
cc index in here 

;part two 

Track 
Source 
Index 
Source 
EndTrack 

LeadOut 
. Empty ;amount of time to use for leadout 
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• Appendix B 
Sample control file for building a "Yellow Book" CD-ROM 

Sample control file for building an ISO 9660 disc which contains 1 ISO 9660 Mode 1 track and 2 audio tracks, one of which contains an index. 

Echo "building IS09660 disc image" 

Define 
Define 

Disc 

CatalogNumber 
number 

LeadIn 
area 
Empty 
blocks) 
PostGap 
EndTrack  

TWOSEC 
SRCPATH 

CDROM 

0123456789012 

MOD El 

4500 

150  

150 ;number of blocks in 2 se 
"C:\myll.Ata\m ;path to data for this dis 

output. dat ;ISO discs are CDRO 

;13 or less digits 

;info ion about th 

;length of the leadi 

;nee 

rea (in 

OM leadin 

• 

Track 
Pause 
Source 
PostGap 
EndTrack  

MODE1 
(TWOSEC) 
(PATH)myTrkl 
150 

;first 
;wait 
;file 
;need 
;this t  

ack is mod 
seconds befo 
at contains 
tgap for 

is d 

ains ISO data) 
data begins 

ta for this track 
tching track modes' 
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